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 They subsequently embark on a journey to return to the Shaolin Temple to collect the missing monks. Upon arrival, they
discover that their mission has been set up by their former employer. They manage to escape and set out to seek revenge for the

destruction of their temple. Plot Since 1976, the factory owners have been exploiting the workers and keeping most of their
wages. The workers are desperate to regain their lost wages, and are able to enlist the help of an actor to impersonate a Shaolin
priest and kung-fu expert from the temple to convince the owners that the workers are devout Buddhists and need the temple's

help to get their money back. The workers are convinced to follow the actor to Shaolin, where the factory owners will be forced
to return the workers' wages. Upon their arrival, they are surprised to discover that the factory owner has set them up. The

owner recruits the workers to assassinate several Chinese dignitaries that are flying to the temple with an American ambassador.
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However, the workers realise that this plan is in fact a setup by their former employer who hopes to rid himself of all his
workers. The workers successfully kill the factory owner and his hired assassins. In retaliation, the owner hires his own assassins
to kill the entire temple. During this time, two of the workers (Henry and Jack) discover that the real priest and kung-fu expert

is actually a woman named "Wu" who is currently working in a local restaurant. The two workers discover that Wu is in fact the
daughter of the owner's deceased wife. The owner, who is in fact Wu's father, is furious at his daughter for living with an

untouchable after his wife's death, and so he raises his own daughter as an outcast to "destroy" Wu's "influence" on the workers.
Wu's mother is killed for discovering the owner's scheme, and Wu is sent to Shaolin to teach kung-fu at the temple. The workers
eventually convince Wu to help them stop the owner from killing the other Shaolin monks and destroying the temple. Together,

the four of them set off on a journey to seek revenge for the destruction of the temple and return the monks to their rightful
place. Release The first film made for a Chinese audience to feature a predominately Caucasian cast. It was released as a double

feature with Hong Kong action film The French Connection. Cast Dean Martin as "Yao" aka "Henry" Peter 82157476af
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